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ABSTRACT 

Segmentation is the operation that seeks to decompose a word image in an exceedingly sequence of sub 

pictures. There are two kinds of segmentation bottom up segmentation and top down 

Segmentation. the first approach, is referred to as bottom-up technique, which starts by initial 

segments the document into small blocks so merges them into larger blocks. The second approach is termed 

top-down technique in this phase the document into large blocks and then analyses them in order to achieve 

separation of the characters of the text blocks. This paper proposed the novel algorithm for segmenting the 

cursive English script. It uses the concept of graph model that describes the potential locations for 

segmenting neighboring characters, and so developed mean longest path algorithm to identify the globally 

best segmentation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Handwriting recognition is that the ability of a computer to 

receive and interpret intelligible handwritten input like pen 

drives, digital cameras and totally different devices. The 
image of the written communication may be detected "off 

line" from a chunk of paper by optical scanning (optical 

character recognition). Instead, the movements of the pen tip 

may be detected "on line", for example by a pen-based 

monitor surface. Handwriting recognition mainly entails 

optical character recognition.  

    For more than 30 years, researchers are performing on 

written recognition. Over the past few years, variety of 

corporations concerned in analysis on handwriting recognition 

has regularly increased. The advance of handwriting process 

results from a mixture of various parts, for example: 

enhancement within the recognition rates, the utilization of 

advanced systems to integrate various types of data, and new 

technologies like high quality high speed scanners and a less 

expensive and more powerful CPUS.  

Handwriting Recognition is not a brand new 

technology, but it has not gained public attention till recently. 

The ultimate goal of planning a handwriting recognition 

system with an accuracy rate of 100% is kind of unreal, 
because even individual are not able to acknowledge each 

written text without any doubt. For example people cannot 

even browse their own notes. Therefore there is an obligation 

for a author to write down clearly. 
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The target of OCR is automatic reading of optically detected 

document text materials to  translate human-readable 

characters to machine legible codes. A number of the  
application for OCR is  in banks, library automation, post-

offices and defense organizations. Early optical character 

recognition is also derived to technologies involving 

telegraphy and creating reading devices for the blind. In 1914, 

Emanuel cartoonist developed a machine that scan characters 

and regenerate them into traditional telegraph code. At the 

same time, Edmund Fournier d'Albe developed the Onto 

phone, a hand-held scanner that once affected across a written 

page, created tones that corresponded to specific letters or 

characters. 

     In the late 1920s and into the 1930s Emanuel cartoonist 
developed what he referred to  as a "Statistical Machine" for 

looking out microfilm archives exploitation an optical code 

recognition system. In 1931 he was granted USA Patent no 

1,838,389 for the invention. The patent was non inheritable by 

IBM. In 1974, Ray Kurzweil started the company Kurzweil 

computer product, Inc. and continued development of omni-

font OCR, that might acknowledge text written in just 

regarding any font. Kurzweil determined that the best 

application of this technology would be to creat a reading 

machine for the blind. This device required the invention of 

two enabling technologies – the CCD flatbed scanner and 
additional the text-to-speech synthesizer. On January 13, 

1976, the booming finished product was disclosed throughout 

a large according conference headed by Kurzweiland so the 

leaders of the National Federation of the Blind. Proposed 

system gives promising results for printed as well as 

handwritten text. 

 

 

2. PROPOSED WORK 

 
      Optical character recognition is the recognition of written 
or transcription text by a computer. This involves image 

scanning of the text, which converts the paper document into 

an image, and then translation of the image into character 

codes like computer code. Any OCR implementation consists 

of a variety of pre processing steps followed by the particular 

recognition. The amount and types of preprocessing 

algorithms used on the scanned image depend on several 

factors like age of the document, paper quality, resolution of 

the scanned image, the number  of skew within the image, the 

format and layout of the images and text, the type of script 

used and additionally on the type of characters - written or 

handwritten. The proposed System  shown in figure 1.  
 

 

 

 

 

     

 
        Figure 1: Proposed System 

 

 
The system go through the following stages. 
 

1. Preprocessing 
2. Segmentation 

3. Feature Extraction  

4. Classification. 
 

2.1  Preprocessing 
      The Preprocessing is the start of any character recognition 

method. In preprocessing initial conversion of Input Image is 

takes place referred to as  binarization. For Binarization the 

thresholding technique is used. After this corroborate is 

removed in document , apply some noise removal techniques 

on binarized image.  

     

2.2 Segmentation 

  

     Segmentation is the second step of any character 

recognition process. Segmentation is a technique which 

partitions handwritten cursive words into individual 

characters. For this 1st  we tend to segment text document into 
line segmentation, Word segmentation and then character 

segmentation . Segmentation of isolated character is very 

simple task as compared to cursive joined character. The 

proposed algorithmic rule used the idea of average longest 

path for segmenting cursive English letters.  The algorithm is 

as follows[1].  
 
Algorithm:  

 

1. Construct candidate segmentation boundaries by uniformly 

and densely sampling the text image. 

 

2. Construct graph G representing candidate  segmentation 

boundaries as vertices's. Construct forward edges between 

each pair of vertices's. 

 

3. Define the edge weight w to reflect the character likeness. 

 
4. Find the average longest path in the constructed graph by 

using the graph algorithm  

 

5. Keep the candidate segmentation boundaries whose 

corresponding vertices's are included in the identified average 

longest path as the final text segmentation boundaries. 

 

 

2.3 Feature Extraction 
    This is the one of the step of recognition part . When  

segmenting the characters need to find the option of that 

character for classification method. There are numerous  

techniques accessible for feature extraction in literature such 

as structural feature extraction and applied mathematical  

feature extraction . 
 

2.4 Classification 
     This is the last section  of character recognition . This 

phase is used to classify the features extracted from character. 

SVM, Neural Network, Decision tree classifier etc are most 
generally used classification techniques. 

 

 

3.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
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(C) 

 

 

A. Input Image 
 

B. Binarization 

 

C. Segmented Image 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

 
Observed already existing work, from this conclude that  

applying the Average Longest path algorithm get 

segmentation rate  close to regarding 90th . 
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